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Main-Sequence of star forming galaxies
sSFR is a tight but weak function of mass at all epochs z≤2 for most star forming galaxies
e.g. Noeske et al (2007), Salim et al (2007), Elbaz et al (2007) Daddi et al (2007), Gonzalez et al (2009),
Panella et al (2009), Peng et al (2010), Rodighiero et al 2011

sSFR ~ m β β~‐0.1
Rodighiero et al 2011

Peng et al 2010

Hα star formation rates in SDSS at z ~0

Starburst galaxies represent only 2% of star‐forming
galaxies and account for only 10% of the cosmic SFR
density at z ∼ 2.

sSFR of star forming galaxies does not depend on environment
(at least at z<1)
Peng et el (2010, 2011)
over‐density
dark matter mass of halo

Lowest density quartile

highest density quartile

central/satellite

The growth of stellar mass through star formation
Weinmann et al. 2011

t

M (t ) = ∫ SFR(t ) dt
t0

t

= M (t0 )e

∫t0 sSFR ( t ) dt

Renzini et al. 2009, Peng et al. 2010

If galaxies are not quenched, this implies
Δlog mstar ~ 0.8 since z = 1
Δlog mstar ~ 2.0 since z = 2

Remarkable observational fact: Schechter Μ* and α are constant for
star-forming galaxies to z ~ 2+
(despite 0.8 dex increase in m since z = 1, and 2 dex since z = 2)
e.g. Bell et al (2005), Perez-Gonzalez et al (2008), Pozzetti et al (2010), Ilbert et al (2010)

Ilbert et al (2010): COSMOS photo‐z

Perez‐Gonzalez et al (2008)

Constancy of shape of φ(m) of SF galaxies requires very careful quenching!

Quenching
Star‐formation seems easy…
Key process in galaxy evolution is Quenching
What process(es) take(s) galaxies off the Main Sequence, and keeps their star‐
formation low for long periods of time?

The fraction of (red) passive galaxies depends strongly on stellar
mass and environment in SDSS but is separable (Peng et al 2010)
fred(m,ρ) in SDSS
"Relative environment‐
quenching efficiency"

"Relative mass‐
quenching efficiency"

ερ as f(m) at different ρ

Environment-quenching is independent of mass,
mass-quenching is independent of environment:
two independent quenching processes

The fraction of (red) passive galaxies depends strongly on stellar
mass and environment in SDSS but is separable (Peng et al 2010)
"Relative environment‐
quenching efficiency"

"Relative mass‐
Environment‐quenching is also
independent of epoch in
zCOSMOS, at least to z ~ 1

ερ(ρ) as f(z)

quenching efficiency"

ερ as f(m) at different ρ

Environment-quenching is independent of mass,
mass-quenching is independent of environment:
two independent quenching processes

two distinct phenomena:
sSFR(m,ρ,t) and fred(m,ρ,t)
back to z ~ 1 to 2

sSFR

fred

Weakly dependent on stellar mass

Strongly dependent on stellar mass

Largely independent of environment

Strongly dependent on environment,
especially at low stellar masses

Strongly evolves with redshift,
uniformly for all masses and
environments

Uniformity of the
star-forming galaxies

Weakly evolves with redshift

Quenching

Peng et al 2010 “Model”
3‐4 key observations
•
•
•

Separability of fred(m,ρ) to z = 1
Constancy of M* and α of star‐
forming galaxies since z = 2
Constancy of ερ(ρ) since z ~ 1

3 parameters determined from observations
•
•
•

μ, from μ=Μ∗−1
α, Schechter faint end slope
the ερ(ρ) curve

Other observational inputs that set the
“clock” but do not affect final outcome
Continuity Equation

overall
quenching rate
(time‐1)

mass quenching
(independent of
environment)
establishes and controls
precise Schechter mass
functions of galaxies

•
•

sSFR(m,ρ,t) – star‐formation rates
N(ρ,t) – growth of structure

environment quenching effects
(independent of mass)
establish and maintain all environment effects
limited to satellites only (Peng et al 2011)

There are no non‐observational parameters in the model

Model Implications and Predictions
Schechter function of star‐forming galaxies
Double‐Schechter function of passive galaxies and all galaxies
fred (mass, environment, time)
evolutionary histories of today’s passive galaxies
the “anti‐hierarchical” run of mean age with mass for passive galaxies
satellites‐quenching
the role of halo mass
mass‐ function evolution, star formation history and stellar mass assembly history
the amount of “dry merging”
galaxy major and minor merger rate
Mass‐function of the transient galaxies ( e.g. AGN mass function)
An inevitable evolution of the mass function

The origin of the Schechter function

Schechter 1976

Binggeli's (1987) cartoon of Paul Schechter and
his function. Quite why it has this form buries
details under foot.

The origin of the Schechter function

Mass‐quenching establishes a
perfect Schechter function for
Star‐forming galaxies
Mass increase due to SF
Constant M* and α (z<~2)
mass‐quenching

Δα = 1+β ~1

environment‐quenching

post‐quenching merging
increases the M* of the

M*

passive galaxies

Lowest density quartile

Highest density quartile

Mass
function

Red
fraction

Movie from Peng et al (2010), αs = ‐1.4 and β = 0 assumed
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Shapes are not fits!
Predicted mass functions (top) and red fractions (bottom)

Lowest density quartile

Depends only on
highest density quartile assumed α
Distortion in D4 due
to a little dry‐merging

Not a fit!
fred quickly
asymptotes to
particular value in D1

Not really a fit!
Based on observed
development of over‐
densities in D4

Merging Histories of today's passive galaxies
• What quenched today's passive galaxies?
• Did they subsequently (post‐quenching) merge?

merger‐quenched

with subsequent
merging

mass‐quenched
environment‐
(satellite‐)
quenched

increases the M* of
the passive galaxies

without subsequent
merging

Observational Tests with SDSS

Global
Blue-all
Blue-D1
Blue-D4
Red-all
Red-D1
Red-D4

Log(M*/M⊙)
10.67 ± 0.01
10.63 ± 0.01
10.60 ± 0.01
10.64 ± 0.02
10.68 ± 0.01
10.61 ± 0.01
10.76 ± 0.02

φ1*/10-3Mpc-3
4.032 ± 0.12

α1
-0.52 ± 0.04

...
...
...

...
...
...

3.410 ± 0.07
0.893 ± 0.03
0.814 ± 0.03

-0.39 ± 0.03
-0.36 ± 0.05
-0.55 ± 0.06

φ2*/10-3Mpc-3
0.655 ± 0.09
1.068 ± 0.03
0.417 ± 0.02
0.151 ± 0.01
0.126 ± 0.02
0.014 ± 0.01
0.052 ± 0.01

α2
-1.56 ± 0.12
-1.40 ± 0.01
-1.39 ± 0.02
-1.41 ± 0.04
(-1.56)
(-1.56)
(-1.56)

Single and Double Schechter functions for
SF and passive? Double for total?

✔

M* and α the same for SF in D1 and D4?

✔

M* the same for SF and passive in D1,
α differs by Δα = 1 (for β = 0)?

✔

Post-quenching merging modifies M* and α
for passives in D4?

✔

Baldry et al (2011) GAMA z < 0.06

Baldry et al 2011:
This supports the empirical picture, quenching model, for the origin of
the Schechter function by Peng et al. (2010)

Two common misconceptions
1. Are there two populations of
galaxies divided by an evolving
threshold mass?

low mass

?

high mass

No, there isn't a bifurcation in
mass, since M* is the same for
both

log Mass
2. Do we require a lot of dry merging
to populate red sequence given an
absence of bright blue galaxies ?

Δα = 1+β~1

M*

No, the red passive population is
populated by quenching of star forming
galaxies at the same mass.

What’s is "mass‐quenching"? Is our “mass‐quenching“
simply rephrasing an underlying "mass‐limiting" law?
Quenching occurs, statistically, when a galaxy has formed M* of stars.

η = μ iSFR

Δα = 1

dP
dm
P
= −η P = − μ
dt
dt
dP
= − μdm
P
P ∝ exp ( − μ m ) = exp ( −m / M *)

Survival probability is simple f (m), not
of the detailed SFR history.

M*
Is this just representing a limit to the (stellar) mass of a galaxy, or a limit to
the halo mass able to support stars?
But why should a mass‐limiting law so accurately reproduce the Schechter function
with Δα = 1? i.e. why is P(m) exponential?
Any "second parameter" controlling mlim must be strictly independent of environment

Environment-quenching as satellite quenching

mass‐quenching efficiency –
fred in the most under dense regions

ε m = f red (m, ρ 0 )
=

1
1 − (1 + α s )

log M* ~ 10.6
αs ~ ‐1.4

Peng et al. 2011

M*
m

Environment-quenching as satellite quenching

environment averaged satellite –
quenching efficiency

ε sat ~ 40%

Peng et al. 2011

the role of the dark-matter haloes
in control of the SFR of the
star-forming galaxies

in control of the
environment‐quenching

in control of the
mass‐quenching

the role of the dark-matter haloes
in control of the SFR of the
star-forming galaxies

in control of the
environment‐quenching

in control of the
mass‐quenching

the role of the dark-matter haloes

Halo accretion

Star formation

Mhalo 10^12

M*~10^10.6

Merging in this phenomenological approach
1. Limits on “post‐quenching merging” (a.k.a. “dry merging”)
2. Merging as a source of quenching – the κ‐term
3. Destruction of galaxies – the problem of α and β
4. Early merging and the “inevitability” of today’s population
5. Merging Histories of today's passive galaxies

1. The post-quenching merging of passive galaxies
The (observed) constant shape of the Schechter function of star‐forming
galaxies since z >> 2 severely constrains the form of the mass‐function of the
passive galaxies that result from quenching (e.g. same M*)
Δα = 0.99

Average increase in the mass of
Why? A Schechter function
multiplied by a power‐lawpassive
mγ givescentral
anothergalaxies
Schechterafter they
logM*=10.61
function with same M* and different faint‐end slope Δαhave
s = γ been quenched is ~ 35%
logM*=10.70

Merging of passive galaxies after mass‐function
established by quenching will change Schechter Μ∗
•

Without change
Δα = 1.07 in numbers
(centrals consume satellites)

Δ log M * = Δ log < m >

•

With change inlogM*=10.59
numbers

Δ log M * ~ 0.6 Δ log α ~ 3 Δ log < m >

logM*=10.61
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total MF

total MF
blue SF MF in D1, D4 and all

Red MF in D1, D4 and all

Average increase in the mass of typical passive galaxies (in
highest density quartile D4) after they have been quenched is
probably only about 25% (and 10% in D1)

2. The κ-quenching term
Peng et al
(2010)

⎛ 1
∂ε ρ ∂log ρ ⎞
⎟⎟ + κ (ρ, t)
η = μ SFR + ⎜⎜
⎝ 1− ε ρ ∂log ρ ∂t ⎠

κ‐term was originally introduced because “we thought merging ought to be a
quenching channel for galaxies”. We took an observational estimate for the
merger rate from the literature…
We now understand that, if
environmental effects ερ are to be
constant with time (as observed) then
κ(ρ,t) must have a particular form, to
prevent “dilution” of environmental
differentiation with time due to SF

κ ( ρ , t ) = ε ρ ( ρ ) sSFR(t )
[NB: should be independent of stellar mass]
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κ-quenching in the sky: merger‐quenching?
κ ~ ε ρ sSFR
Highest density quartile

All

Lowest density quartile

• κ ~ 0.2 sSFR on average for 0 < z < 1
•

κ‐quenching is about 4 times higher in highest‐density D4 quartile
as in lowest‐density D1 quartile

κ-quenching in the sky: merger‐quenching?
Bridge et al. 2010

κ ~ 0.2 sSFR

0<z<1

κ-quenching in the sky: merger‐quenching?
κ ~ ε ρ sSFR

Environment dependence of
close kinematic pairs in zCOSMOS
(Kampczyk et al. 2011)

So, “κ‐quenching” is quite likely to
be merger‐induced quenching, after
all

3. The destruction of galaxies and the problem of α and β
β=0

β<0

the steepening of αs is rather efficient for a negative beta
even faster at t<3.5 Gyr in the exponential growth phase

sMMR: specific mass increase rate due to mergers

Γ (α s + β + 2)
α
(1+ α s + β )
sMMR = −
sSFR +
sSFR M*
(1+α +β )
1+α
(1+ α s + β ) + x
Γ (α s + 2)
(1+ α s ) + x
αs = ‐1.5

Easy for small β;
but impossible for β ~ (1+αs)
Suggests sMMR ~ 0.1 sSFR
for αs = ‐1.4, β = ‐0.1
Mass assembly through
merging is significant but
not dominant relative to in
situ SF

x=1

αs = ‐1.3
x = 100

αs = -1.4

Is there evidence in the sky for these merger rates?

merger rate = x sMMR ~ 0.1x sSFR

x = 10, minor mergers

x = 2, major mergers

Lotz et al (2011)

Predicted Stellar mass density (SMD) as a function of redshift
with sMMR
αs = ‐1.4, β = ‐0.1

Bottom line: Everything is consistent with αs = ‐1.4, β = ‐0.1,
implying sMMR ~ 0.1 sSFR

Note the very nice connection between these two quite
independent approaches
• Average mass accumulation through merging has been
estimated to be sMMR ~ 0.1 sSFR
Implied merger rate = x sMMR ~ 0.1x sSFR
• Rate of κ‐quenching was ~ 0.2 sSFR
i.e. consistent with idea that all 1:2 mergers (x ~ 2)
ultimately lead to quenching of the galaxies concerned

4. Degeneracies at high redshifts and the inevitability

Degeneracy
of initial
conditions

Phase 1.

Uniform increase in
masses of SF galaxies...
...which stops when
the passives appear,
i.e. when M* = μ‐1

Phase 2.

Increase in φ* of both
SF and passive galaxies

Phase 3.

Late development of
environmental effects at
low masses

Double Schechter shape of today's overall mass function is
"inevitable", with simple relationship between φ* of two
components
*
1
φ−0.4
=
~ 2.5
*
(−α s −1)
φ−1.4

Today's mass-function is “inevitable”, but there is a
degeneracy in the initial conditions.
which is largely parallel to merging vector.
45
Æ Can have a lot of merging at high z (in Phase 1)

When was Phase 1-2 transition and is there a progenitor problem?
Ilbert et al (2008)
COSMOS photo‐z

We seem to have been in Phase 2
since z ~ 4, or even z ~ 5
M* at z ~ 5 is still > ~ 1010.5 MO

Lee et al. 2011

If sSFR = 2 Gyr-1, this only gives three
e-folds since the Big Bang, i.e. a
factor of 20.
•

sSFR is not constant at z < 5?

•

Merging sMMR >> sSFR?

5. Merging Histories of today's passive galaxies
• What quenched today's passive galaxies?
• Did they subsequently (post‐quenching) merge?

merger‐quenched

with subsequent
merging

mass‐quenched
environment‐
(satellite‐)
quenched

without subsequent
merging

Ages and α-element abundances for
passive galaxies as f (mass)
The simple empirical quenching laws naturally produces the "anti‐hierarchical"
run of light‐weighted age and α‐element abundances with mass.

solar ratios

α-enhanced

light‐weighted stellar age

light‐weighted stellar sSFR‐1

Predictions for transitory objects
Assume galaxies being mass‐quenched which is visible for some
period of time τtrans. What is mass function of these transitory
galaxies?

The shape (M*trans and αs,trans) of φtrans(m) should be the same as that of the
passive galaxies (in low density environments) and be independent of
environment.
the number density normalization φ∗trans will be the product of the φ∗blue of the
currently star‐forming galaxies multiplied by the dimensionless ratio of the
visibility timescale τ trans and the star formation timescale τ, which evolves
strongly with epoch as t‐2.5

The Concordance Cosmology
gy Stage
g

Alvio Renzini: At the beginning of the era of Precision Cosmology Somebody said:
“Now that the stage has been set up, what we need is a good play”
I think this phenomenological model tells what the plot is and ought to be.

The Concordance Cosmology
gy Stage
g
The Characters of the Play

●

Cold Streams

●

IMF

●

AGN Feedback

●

Winds

●

Star Formation

●

Clump Physics

●

Strangulation

●

Ram pressure

●

SN Feedback

●

Disk instability

●

Chemistry

●

Mergers

●

Starbursts

Alvio Renzini: At the beginning of the era of Precision Cosmology Somebody said:
“Now that the stage has been set up, what we need is a good play”
I think this phenomenological model tells what the plot is and ought to be.

